Trip Report:

Backpack to East Boulder Lake in California Trinity Alps, July 7-9, 2016

Trekkers:
Richard Hales, Aleece Townsend, Carol Mockridge, Rosalie Rybka, Elisabeth Zinser
Day 1: Richard and Aleece drove the five of us to and fro --- I-5 to Yreka, 40 miles on paved #3
to Callahan, and onto rough and bumpy dirt roads to the trailhead.
We enjoyed nice weather along the 2-mile, 1,100’ climb to East Boulder
Lake. Sections of the trail were rocky and wet, while offering spectacular
viewing of wildflowers, forest, streams and waterfall. Carol pointed out
birds she could identify by sight or sound, demonstrating the knowledge
and skills she earned via an SOU class last term.
We sought a campsite across the wide and full stream leaving the
Lake, which presented the greatest challenge of the day. The passage across a narrow
concrete/rock ‘bridge’ was broken in places where we relied on loose rocks. Carol and
Rosalie found an easier crossing a bit downstream when we headed back on Saturday.
Our camp was ample and near running water sources. After setting up camp and taking in
the beauty of the Lake and meadows there, it was mid-afternoon.
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We trekked across the streams to the opposite side of the Lake and up the trail toward the PCT
and Big Marshy Lake. It was a steep climb with switchbacks up the rocky bowl that cradled
three small lakes below the mountainside still showcasing patches of snow. Having studied
geology, Richard explained the area as a fine specimen of the early phase of a massive glacier.

Wildflower displays were among the most prolific,
diverse and colorful as any of us had seen. It was a
magnificent time to be there. Clouds formed and it
was nippy, but the views on this ridge hike were
unhampered. We saw vast distances across to the
northeast as we ascended. We passed other people
from time to time, most notably a group of very
young children participating in a backpack training
camp. Quite a noisy, dusty clutch of kids with their
rather young guides.
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Happy but tired upon reaching the ‘summit’ near the PCT, we elected to hover there and take in
the views of the Trinities, including Mt. Shasta. We didn’t proceed to Big Marshy Lake, but
returned to camp for supper and rest. The weather was becoming more ominous. Pesky
mosquitoes swarmed about, choosing Aleece over the rest of us day and night.

Day 2: None of us had slept well with howling winds and tents flapping. None-the-less, we
emerged in the morning ready for our day-hike along the PCT as planned. Given the rain and
slippery trails, we took our time. Views were stunning and we had periodic breaks in the
weather.

As on the trail yesterday, we witnessed an
amazing and rich exhibit of wildflowers: To
name only some, Indian Paintbrush,
Columbine, Lily, Yarrow, Cat’s Ear, Yellow
Lupine (Aleece’s favorite), Larkspur
(Elisabeth’s favorite), and Tiger Lilies
(Richard’s favorite).

Again we were drawn to bird calls and sightings by
Carol, our “birder” and budding Ornithologist. Among
them: Yellow-rumped Warbler, Darked Eyed Junco,
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Osprey, Mountain Bluebird, flycatchers and American Robin

Upon reaching a high point on the PCT, we paused for lunch and the spectacular vistas across
the Trinity Alps.

Aleece and Elisabeth returned on the same route to camp. Carol, Richard, and Rosalie
proceeded on the PCT via Middle Boulder Lake, reaching camp having completed the loop on a
relatively easy trail but for two places where the trail was difficult to identify.
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Camp was wet and cold. Richard
and Aleece saved the evening by
building a roaring fire in the pit,
and kept it going for hours. We all
enjoyed some fireside time. Three
of us retreated for a long night in
our tents to escape the rain and
wind.
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Aleece and Richard stayed up by the fire, creating a wonderful ambiance in the background with
crackling wet wood and muffled conversation and laughter.

Happy Wet Campers
Day 3: Peeling out of our tents in the morning, we faced uncertain weather and moisture
everywhere. Thankfully it didn’t rain and patches
of sunshine appeared to produce a. day quite
comfortable for breaking camp, packing up and
returning to the trailhead.

The descent along wet terrain highlighted the
roughness of the trail owing to overuse, although
we had no difficulties. At the trailhead parking
area, we encountered a trail maintenance team
with their mules. They are building a wholly new
trail into East Boulder. The project is nearly
complete, so our current maps will soon be out of
date.
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At Mary Ehlers’ suggestion, we stopped for beer and lunch at Etna Brewery in Yreka. Wonderful
closure to our 3-day adventure making new friends, experiencing beautiful wilderness, and
weathering wind and rain for a truly lovely trip.
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Postscript for the beauty of rain and what it leaves in its wake:
LAST NIGHT THE RAIN SPOKE TO ME
By Mary Oliver
as it dropped,
Last night
the rain
spoke to me
slowly, saying
what joy
to come falling
out of the brisk cloud,
to be happy again
in a new way
on the earth!
That’s what it said
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and there were stars in the sky
that were also themselves
at the moment,
at which moment
smelling of iron,
and vanished
like a dream of the ocean
into the branches
and the grass below.
Then it was over.
The sky cleared.
I was standing

my right hand
was holding my left hand
which was holding the tree
which was filled with stars
and the soft rain--imagine! imagine!
the long and wondrous journeys
still to be ours.

under a tree.
The tree was a tree
with happy leaves,
and I was myself,
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